Witch's Brew Clues
To make your potion you will need one of all the
answers to these riddles.

Once I was black and
swam in a pond.
Now I am green and of
jumping am fond.

My legs number 8.
On flies I like to munch.
I'll trap you in my web
And eat you for lunch!

I howl at the moon
But only when it's full.
You need some of my hair.

Like a mouse with wings
I fly through the air.
Some people fear that
I'll fly into their hair.

I'm known for spreading
plague and leaving
sinking ships.

I have a pupil,
But I'm not a teacher!

I'm just like you but new
to the world.

Although I amred
When I'm in you,
In royalty some people
Think I am blue.

A stripy feline of large
proportions.

It comes as an index,
It comes as a ring.
Most of us have 10.
What is this thing?
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Witch's Brew Answers
To make your potion you will need one of all the
answers to these riddles.

Once I was black and
swam in a pond.
Now I am green and of
jumping am fond.
Answer: Frog
My legs number 8.
On flies I like to munch.
I'll trap you in my web
And eat you for lunch!
Answer: Spider
I howl at the moon
But only when it's full.
You need some of my hair.
Answer: Werewolf fur

Like a mouse with wings
I fly through the air.
Some people fear that
I'll fly into their hair.
Answer: Bat

I'm known for spreading
plague and leaving
sinking ships.
Answer: Rat

I have a pupil,
But I'm not a teacher!
Answer: Eye

I'm just like you but new
to the world.
Answer: Baby

Although I amred
When I'm in you,
In royalty some people
Think I am blue.
Answer: Blood

A stripy feline of large
proportions.
Answer: Tiger

It comes as an index,
It comes as a ring.
Most of us have 10.
What is this thing?
Answer: Finger
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